97403
LED 12 DC 500mA Plastic

90102500
12W DC 500mA constant current LED driver. Plastic Casing. Universal input.

Current: DC
Availability: A

Notes:
- Specifications may vary without notice
- Always consult National, State and local electrical codes
- Parameters are measured at rated output, rated load and at an ambient temperature of 25°C
- Expect slight variation including component tolerance, setup tolerance, line regulation and load regulation
- Power supplies should always be stress tested and tested for EMC within specific fixtures
- Where grounding/earthing is not indicated, avoid grounding/earthing or contact with grounded/earthed metal enclosures
- Performance with dimmers, where supported, may vary depending on dimmer model
- Subject to limited warranty (3yr for transformers, 5yr for drivers) terms and conditions as published from time to time

For additional information, visit www.lightechinc.com